
WHAT ASSESSMENTS GIVE US
Assessments give us three types of information we can use to deliver the 
member a positive experience and potential for health improvements.

These states offer an opportunity to track progress 
(but lets be aware of attaching value to someone’s 
body and things they can’t change, or assuming ).

Data & Genetics go under #1.
Historically we have no follow-up on #2.

This is where we can track effort (which ideally leads to 
change in status - a powerful thing to show - but may 
impact only #1, only #2, or neither. We still want to 
celebrate effort to maintain motivation).

Objective States
- Family History
- Diagnoses
- Weight, Height, BMI, Blood Pressure

 Subjective State
- Self-reported stress, happiness, etc

Behaviors
- Doing
- Not Doing

Check-ins
Opportunities

1

2

3



ANATOMY OF A GOAL

Objective States Associated With Low Stress
- No family history of depression

  - No anxiety diagnosis
  - Healthy BMI & blood pressure

 Subjective States Associated With Low Stress
- Low Stress Self Report

Behaviors Associated With Low Stress
  - Eating a healthy diet
  - Low caffeine & alcohol intake
  - De-stressing rituals

- Healthy work/life balance
  - Regular physical activity
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2

3

Lets say your goal is to Feel Less Stressed. Every human experience, and 
every one of our goals will have states and behaviors that tend to correlate.



GOAL + ASSESSMENTS =
So in theory, for every goal, we can identify the gap between where you most 
likely should be and where you actually are (both in status and behavior).

It may even be useful to be transparent about our math.

Where you’re at:

No history of depression

No anxiety diagnosis

Unhealthy BMI & BP

High stress

☀
  ☀
  ☁
  
☁
  

✅
  
✅
  

What you’re doing:

Opportunities:

Can become regular
check-ins.

Can become 
commitments. 
Action items we will 
also check-in on.

Eating a healthy diet

Low caffeine & alcohol intake

Develop a de-stressing ritual

Shift your work/life balance

Increase physical activity
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3



JADE WANTS TO FEEL LESS STRESSED.

Real progress can be so much messier than a numerical score. We’ve already 
discussed 3 indicators of progress. How might that play out IRL?

Jade has been feeling more stressed than ever. She has a great diet and doesn’t drink too much caffeine or alcohol, 
but her work/life balance is out of whack, she is fairly sedentary, and doesn’t have great de-stressing rituals. We can 
also see that her BMI and blood pressure are fairly unhealthy.

Based on her assessments, her opportunities to get closer to her goal would be:

What we don’t know is that she’s also in an emotionally abusive relationship. 

So Jade starts using the app. Lets say she’s a power user and really dives into her opportunities, and even succeeds 
on all of the above commitments. She checks in frequently and moves 

Develop a de-stressing ritual

Shift your work/life balance

Increase physical activity

TRACKING PROGRESS



Progress In Objective States Associated With Low Stress

Progress In Subjective States Associated With Low Stress

Progress In Behaviors Associated With Low Stress

All signs indicate that Jade should feel energetic.

But Jade still isn’t feeling great. She may be depressed.

Jade has reported she’s taking all the actions she’s committed to.

The ideal outcome is that effort (behavior) produces results. This 
may not always be true. May be a red herring, but describes the 
interplay well.

Whatever we do - a “score” that summarizes the above, a UI that 
shows it all - we should consider the interplay of factors here.

Where you’re at:

No history of depression

No anxiety diagnosis

Unhealthy BMI & BP

High stress

☀
  ☀
  ☀
  ☁
  

1

2

3✅
  

What you’re doing:

Eating a healthy diet

Low caffeine & alcohol intake

Develop a de-stressing ritual

Shift your work/life balance

Increase physical activity

✅
  
✅
  
✅
  
✅
  

TRACKING PROGRESS



BREAKING DOWN BEHAVIORS

Opportunities:

Increase Physical Activity

Develop a de-stressing ritual

Shift your work/life balance

Increase physical activity

All of these could be 
actions that we could 
check in on until you 
do it (one-time 
actions) or until you 
feel you’re done 
tracking (recurring). 

Obviously, the LAST 
on this list would 
constitute our “usual” 
recurring action.

How about them 
apples, Google?

Write your WHY (mini journal)

Purchase any gear needed (article)

Decide on a gym (article)

Decide on a routine (article)

Download an app (affiliate op)

Make space in your schedule (article)

Visualize the routine going well (article)

Choose your reward

Choose your trigger (alarms, blocking)

Do your exercise 3x/wk



MORE BIG QUESTIONS

Do people come to us to solve a problem or to figure out what their 
problem is? If they don’t know their problem, why would they come 
looking for us? If there isn’t a pain point, is there motivation?

If we start people with one goal how likely are people to complete it 
and want to move on to another one? How would they do that?

YOUR GOAL YOUR LIFE




